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ABSTRACT

It is well documented that testosterone concentrations change rapidly within reproductively relevant contexts (e.g., competition, mate-seeking). It has been argued that such rapid changes in testosterone may serve to adaptively fine-tune ongoing and/or future social behaviour according to one’s social environment. In this paper, we review human correlational and experimental evidence suggesting that testosterone fluctuates rapidly in response to competition and mate-seeking cues, and that such acute changes may serve to modulate ongoing and/or future social behaviours (e.g., risk-taking, competitiveness, mate-seeking, and aggression). Some methodological details, which limit interpretation of some of this human work, are also discussed. We conclude with a new integrative model of testosterone secretion and behaviour, the Fitness Model of Testosterone Dynamics. Although we focus primarily on human aggression in this review, we also highlight research on risk-taking, competitiveness, and mate-seeking behaviour.

1. Introduction

Social cues relevant to reproduction and survival rapidly modulate approach or avoidance decision-making, and preferences for either of these responses are also dynamically updated with every relevant experience. One hormone that may be critical in mediating both of these processes, is testosterone. According to the Challenge Hypothesis (Wingfield et al., 1990), testosterone rises rapidly in response to cues of competition or social challenge in the environment and these changes in testosterone are functional in that they prepare the organism for competitive or aggressive interactions over resources important for survival and reproduction, especially during periods of social instability (e.g., when hierarchies, mates, or territories are being established). These transient surges are also thought to be more functional than sustained elevations given that elevations in testosterone may suppress immune function (Folstad and Karter, 2011) and reduce parental care (e.g., Goymann and Flores Dávila, 2017), representing significant survival and reproduction costs. Therefore, testosterone fluctuations may govern dynamic trade-offs between parental and aggressive/competitive effort (Wingfield, 2017; Wingfield et al., 1990).

Although it was originally proposed to explain seasonal variation in testosterone concentrations in birds, the Challenge Hypothesis has since been applied to many taxa across different classes (for additional review and meta-analysis, see Hirschenhauser and Oliveira, 2006). In European paper wasps, for example, removal of the colony’s queen compared to a normal worker causes social instability and competition for the vacant queen position, leading to increases in juvenile hormone (a hormone that has similar effects on mating effort and may be functionally analogous to testosterone in vertebrates), with the greatest increases among those that become most dominant and aggressive (Tibbetts and Huang, 2010). In cichlid fish, 11-ketotestosterone and testosterone increase in anticipation of (Antunes and Oliveira, 2009), and 11-ketotestosterone increases in response to (Hirschenhauser et al., 2004), territorial intrusion, and both hormones also increase in response to viewing an agonistic bout between two other conspecifics (Oliveira et al., 2001). In California mice, testosterone rises after defeating a territorial intruder (e.g., Marler et al., 2005), and administration of testosterone increases subsequent aggression (e.g., Fuxjager et al., 2011). In male chimpanzees, the presence of an ovulating parous (but not nulliparous) female leads to an increase in testosterone and male-to-male competition (e.g., Muller and Wrangham, 2004) (for recent review of Challenge Hypothesis in non-human primates, see Muller, 2017).

Early work in humans revealed that baseline testosterone concentrations were elevated among men who self-reported being more (vs less) aggressive (e.g., Persky et al., 1971) and among female prisoners who were incarcerated for unprovoked compared to provoked (i.e.,
retaliatory) acts of violence (Dabbs et al., 1988). A meta-analysis of this and similar work on testosterone and aggression in humans suggested that testosterone shared a significant but rather weak association with aggression \((r = 0.08)\), with slightly stronger associations in women \((r = 0.13)\) than in men \((r = 0.08)\) (Archer et al., 2005). Also, meta-analyses suggest a positive association between basal testosterone and dominance in humans, with stronger links in women \((r = 0.28)\) than men \((r = 0.12)\) (Archer, 2006). Links between testosterone and human aggression may have been relatively weak given that much of this earlier work relied on self-report measures of aggression that captured one’s trait-like or stable propensity for aggressive behaviour; conversely, the Challenge Hypothesis posits that links between testosterone and aggression are highly context-specific, with the strongest links existing during periods of social instability (Wingfield, 2017; Wingfield et al., 1990). Further, self-report measures may be more prone to response biases and inconsistent responding (e.g., Strang et al., 2013), and not always map onto actual behaviour (reviewed in Baumeister et al., 2007; Lobbestael, 2015). As a consequence, behavioural measures of competition and aggression may be better suited to the investigation of hormone-behaviour relationships in humans, and thus produce stronger associations. Further, many of these studies employed baseline measures of testosterone, whereas testosterone fluctuates in response to social stimuli and behaviour, and such fluctuations (rather than baseline concentrations) are likely more relevant for driving mating effort (McGlothlin et al., 2007; for additional review, see Carré et al., 2011).

Here we review human research that supports the idea that testosterone fluctuates rapidly in response to a variety of social cues, contexts, and interactions, and that such fluctuations may function to modulate cognitive, behavioural, and neural function relevant to human mating effort—with a particular focus on human aggression (for additional reviews on testosterone and human social behaviour, see Archer, 2006; Carré et al., 2011; Carré and Olmstead, 2015; Eisenegger et al., 2011; Geniole and Carré, 2017; Goldey and van Anders, 2015; Knight and Mehta, 2014; Losecaat Vermeer et al., 2016; Oliveira and Oliveira, 2014; van Anders et al., 2011; van Anders and Watson, 2006; Zilioli and Bird, 2017).

2. Does testosterone rise in anticipation of, and in response to, social challenges and interactions relevant to reproduction?

2.1. Social challenges

Consistent with the Challenge Hypothesis, there is evidence in humans that testosterone rises in response to cues of social challenge and reproduction potential. In one study (Cohen et al., 1996), for example, participants who were shoulder bumped and insulted while walking down a hallway showed greater increases in salivary testosterone measured 10 min after the insult than did participants who were not bumped and insulted, an effect that was particularly robust among American participants who grew up in the south. In another study, a 15 min exposure to a strong cue of violence and aggression—a pellet gun that resembled a real handgun—caused a rise in testosterone greater than that caused by exposure to a child’s toy (Klinesmith et al., 2006). Other studies have investigated anticipatory rises in testosterone leading up to competitive interactions, often sporting events, with meta-analytic summaries of this work providing evidence that testosterone does indeed increase prior to a competition (meta-analytic estimate: \(d = 0.27\), after outlier removal, Archer, 2006). More recent investigations, not covered in this earlier meta-analysis, have also revealed similar anticipatory testosterone surges (e.g., Arruda et al., 2017; Cunniffe et al., 2015; T. Oliveira, Gouveia, & Oliveira, 2009; van der Meij, Almela, Hidalgo, et al., 2012; Arruda et al., 2017; Cunniffe et al., 2015; T. Oliveira, Gouveia, & Oliveira, 2009; van der Meij, Almela, Hidalgo, et al., 2012; for recent review, see Casto and Edwards, 2016a).

Testosterone also changes during social challenges or competitive interactions. There is evidence, for example, that in more extreme social challenges, such as when soldiers are deployed to war zones, testosterone concentrations are elevated (Reijnen et al., 2015). Laboratory and field studies have also investigated testosterone responses to less extreme social challenges, such as those related to sport or other contexts, with both men (e.g., Elias, 1981) and women (e.g., Bateup et al., 2002) showing increases in testosterone during the contests. Meta-analyses of this work indicate significant increases from pre- to post-competition \((d = 0.16)\), although effects are stronger in sport \((d = 0.37)\) compared to non-sport interactions \((d = 0.06)\), a difference likely driven by the additional influence of physical activity in sport-related contests (Archer, 2006). These changes may not be consistent in direction and magnitude across all contestants. According to the Biosocial Model of Status (Mazur, 1976, 1985; Mazur and Booth, 1998), winners and losers should experience divergent testosterone changes, with winners increasing and losers decreasing. These divergent responses are thought to facilitate subsequent dominance versus submissive behaviours, thus promoting further gains in or the protection of status in winners, and the prevention of further challenges and decreases in status in losers. This Biosocial Model of Status was based on earlier non-human primate studies in which male rhesus monkeys showed marked increases or decreases in testosterone (relative to baseline) depending on whether they were placed into a social hierarchy in which they assumed dominant versus submissive roles (Rose et al., 1975; Rose et al., 1972).

There are > 60 studies of this winner-loser effect in humans, with the contests varying on many important dimensions across studies (e.g., involving physical activity or not, playing in versus watching the competition, real world versus laboratory-based competitions). A recent meta-analysis of this work indicated that there was a significant effect of contest outcome on testosterone changes, with winners showing greater increases than losers \((d = 0.20)\), with a 95% confidence interval of 0.10 to 0.31) (Geniole, Bird, Ruddick, & Carré, 2017). This estimate of the winner-loser effect is the most precise to date, and provides some support for the Biosocial Model of Status. The effect, however, was highly heterogeneous, and significantly larger for studies conducted outside of the lab (e.g., real sporting events and competitions: \(d = 0.43\)) versus in the lab \((d = 0.08)\), perhaps because the outcomes of competitions that occur outside of the lab are more salient and meaningful to participants (Geniole, Bird, et al., 2017). For example, competitions outside of the lab are often public and have audiences, thus carrying greater social and reputational consequences. Contextual factors related to the composition of the audience (home versus away audience, Carré, 2009; ratio of opposite- to same- sex spectators, Miller et al., 2012) may further moderate these effects (see section below on additional moderators of these effects).

2.2. Cues or interactions relevant to reproduction

Testosterone also rises in anticipation of interactions relevant to reproduction. In a classic study, an anonymous author who spent weeks on an island in isolation—abstaining from sexual activity—noticed that his beard growth increased substantially on days leading up to his return to the mainland, where he would resume sexual activity (Anonymous, 1970). Because beard growth is promoted in part by testosterone (reviewed in Randall, 2008) and can thus be used as a proxy of androgenic activity, this study provided circumstantial evidence that testosterone may rise in anticipation of sexual activity. Women also appear to show an anticipatory testosterone surge to sexual activity: in one study that involved a within-subject design across multiple nights (van Anders et al., 2007), women showed greater
anticipatory testosterone surges leading up to sexual intercourse than to other control activities such as cuddling (controlling for physical contact) or exercise (controlling for physical activity) (for additional anticipatory effects, see Hamilton and Meston, 2010).

Testosterone also fluctuates in response to visual cues related to reproduction. For example, earlier studies suggest that viewing pornographic videos increases men’s testosterone concentrations more than does viewing control videos (in serum within 10 min of exposure: Stoléru et al., 1993; in saliva, within 15 min of exposure: Hellhammer et al., 1985). More recent studies employing larger samples also provide evidence that testosterone responds to these sexually explicit video stimuli in men (e.g., salivary changes within 12 min of exposure, Ponzi et al., 2016). In women, however, testosterone responses to sexually explicit video stimuli tend to be smaller and more variable (reviewed in Goldey and van Anders, 2015), with effects depending in part on the extent to which the women identify with the actors (Goldey and van Anders, 2016).

Testosterone concentrations also appear to fluctuate in response to subtler, less explicit cues or interactions relevant to reproduction (for reviews, see Goldey and van Anders, 2015; Roney and Gettler, 2015; Zilioli and Bird, 2017). For example, dancing with opposite-sex partners for 20 min caused a greater increase in testosterone in men and women than did dancing without the partners (salivary testosterone measured before and 25 min after initiation of the dance, Quiroga Murcia et al., 2009). Further, non-tactile, verbal interactions with women (for as little as 5 min) also increased men’s testosterone concentrations more than did similar interactions with other men (changes detectible in saliva measured as early as 15 min from the beginning of the conversation, Ronay and von Hippel, 2016; Roney et al., 2007; Roney et al., 2003; Roney et al., 2010). Finally, simply viewing photographs of opposite-sex faces posed in either angry or happy emotional expressions increased testosterone concentrations in both men and women more than did viewing same-sex faces posed in the same expressions (15 min viewing exposure, with detectible differences in saliva 40 min from the beginning of the face-viewing task, Zilioli et al., 2014). Testosterone concentrations also fluctuate in response to scents that may be relevant to reproduction. Specifically, testosterone concentrations are higher within approximately 15 min of the onset of exposure to olfactory cues of women near ovulation (high fertility) than to olfactory cues of women near menstruation (Cerda-Molina et al., 2013; Miller and Roney, 2012). Therefore, testosterone concentrations increase relatively rapidly (within 15 to 20 min) after brief and subtle exposures to cues that may be relevant for reproduction or mating.

One possibility is that the effects of these reproduction-relevant cues on testosterone are driven by explicit sexual thoughts that form in response to exposure to the cues. Nevertheless, studies that have investigated directly the influence of sexual thoughts on testosterone concentrations suggest that such thoughts have differential effects depending on the use of hormonal contraceptives in women – with decreases among women using, but increases among women not using, hormonal contraceptives (Goldey and van Anders, 2011) – and on the content of the imagined sexual thoughts in men – with larger testosterone increases as the imagined encounter had less versus more nurturance-related content (Goldey et al., 2014). These data in men are consistent with the Steroid/Pep tide Theory of Social Bonds (van Anders et al., 2011), which posits that intimacy between partners may lead to divergent testosterone responses, depending on whether it is more sexual (aimed at reproduction or pleasure), which would increase testosterone, or more nurturant (aimed at establishing and enhancing loving and warm social bonds), which would decrease testosterone. Therefore, sexual thoughts may explain some of the cue-dependent and social interaction effects reviewed above, so long as they are low in nurturant-related content. This theory may also explain heterogeneity in testosterone responses within and across studies, with larger surges in testosterone expected as intimacy cues or interactions represent potential opportunities for sexual rather than nurturant intimacy.

3. How fast can testosterone surge?

To the extent that such rapid changes in testosterone are functional, either for survival or for reproduction, one might expect that such changes would map onto ongoing or future behaviours that serve these goals. Nevertheless, many decisions to approach or avoid must be made rapidly, within minutes or even seconds, whereas the fastest effects reviewed above occurred after approximately 10 min of the first exposure to the corresponding cue or interaction. One limitation of some of this work, at least with respect to capturing testosterone dynamics, is that salivary hormone measures were often used. These measures have a time-lag of approximately 10 min, relative to changes that are detectible in blood (Riad-Fahmy et al., 1987). This time-lag makes it difficult to establish the rapidity with which testosterone can fluctuate. Measuring blood concentrations of testosterone directly may thus better capture testosterone dynamics before, during, and after an exposure.¹ Using such measures in exercise physiology studies, for example, researchers have documented testosterone elevations immediately after the onset of intense exercise, increases which were greater than those obtained for less intense exercises matched for total workload (Jezová et al., 1985). In one study, there were significant elevations in testosterone over the course of 60 s, during which athletes completed a maximum force jumping exercise (Bosco et al., 1996). Therefore, blood measures may better capture rapid fluctuations in testosterone.

4. What systems drive these rapid testosterone surges?

Testosterone secretion is controlled, primarily, by the hypothalamic pituitary gonadal axis. To stimulate the secretion of testosterone into the bloodstream, the hypotalamus first releases gonadotropin-releasing hormone, which stimulates the anterior pituitary to release follicle stimulating and luteinizing hormones. Luteinizing hormone then stimulates the gonads which, in turn, lead to the synthesis and secretion of testosterone into the bloodstream. Because of the multiple steps required to trigger testosterone secretion, and the time delay required for each step (e.g., the last step alone, from luteinizing hormone release to testosterone release, is estimated to take 40–70 min based on pharmacological challenge studies in humans, Veldhuis and Irmananeš, 2004), it is unlikely that the rapid changes in testosterone reviewed above are controlled by this axis (as pointed out by Flinn et al., 2012; Schultheiss et al., 2005). Consistent with this idea, testosterone surges in some studies were found independent of surges in luteinizing hormones (i.e., the testosterone changes were not preceded or related to preceding surges in luteinizing hormone; e.g., in response to sexual cues, Stoléru et al., 1993; in response to exercise, Sutton et al., 1973).

Some have suggested (e.g., Carré and Olmstead, 2015; Casto and Edwards, 2016a; Schultheiss et al., 2005; Stoléru et al., 1993; Carré and Olmstead, 2015; Schultheiss et al., 2005; Stoléru et al., 1993) that sympathetic catecholamines – specifically epinephrine and norepinephrine, which are released rapidly from the adrenal medulla during fight or flight responses – regulate these quick, dynamic fluctuations in testosterone. Legdy cells of the testis, for example, which are responsible for the synthesis and secretion of testosterone into the bloodstream, possess receptors for luteinizing hormone and for these catecholamines (e.g., Rossi et al., 2018). Epinephrine and norepinephrine also arise in response to the exercise, with the magnitude of the rise correlating strongly with that of the rise in testosterone (e.g.,

¹ Measuring hormones in blood, however, is more invasive and disruptive to the study protocol and procedures (making hormone measurement less flexible, especially for field studies). Some may have a strong aversion to needles as well, which could lead to heightened stress responses and a reduced willingness to participate. Therefore, it is important to weigh the temporal sensitivity of blood measures against the flexibility and reduced invasiveness of saliva measures (for more detailed review, see van Anders, Goldey, & Bell, 2014).
Ježová et al., 1985). Furthermore, blocking the adrenergic receptors to which these catecholamines bind, especially beta receptors (using the drug propranolol, for example), rapidly reduces testosterone (e.g., Lewis et al., 1981; Rosen et al., 1988) and abolishes the surge in testosterone that otherwise occurs in response to exercise (Ježová and Vigáš, 1981) (for similar catecholamine-dependent effects in non-human primates, see Sapolsky, 1986). Therefore, rapid surges in testosterone, induced by social interactions, cues, or exercise, are likely too quick to be controlled by the hypothalamic pituitary gonadal axis; instead, these surges may be driven by the rapid release of sympathetic catecholamines (for additional review of this slower versus faster system of testosterone secretion, see Casto and Edwards, 2016a).

5. Do rapid fluctuations in testosterone map onto social behaviours and cognitions relevant to survival and reproduction?

As mentioned above, if these rapid changes in testosterone are functional for survival and reproduction, these hormonal changes likely map onto behaviours, cognitions, and physiological responses that serve these goals. Many studies have established longer, more delayed effects of testosterone (e.g., 3–26 weeks of hormone replacement therapy are needed for changes in sexual interest and function, mood, and strength, reviewed in Saad et al., 2011), but if testosterone modulates rapid fight/flight or approach/avoid decision making, there should also be evidence for quicker effects.

Most human studies that have investigated the function of testosterone dynamics have employed correlational designs in which changes in testosterone were measured concurrently with ongoing behaviour or cognition. For example, across several laboratory studies, fluctuations in testosterone were correlated positively with concurrently measured anxiety (mixed-sex sample, Peterson and Harmon-Jones, 2012), aggression (in men: Carré et al., 2010; Carré and McCormick, 2008; Cote et al., 2013; Geniole et al., 2011) or punitive behaviour (marginally in men but not women, Prasad et al., 2017; in men: Inoue et al., 2017; but null effects in mixed-sex sample examining dominant or deferent economic decision making, Mehta et al., 2017; see Fig. 1a–b). Testosterone changes are also correlated with concurrently measured mate-seeking behaviours. For example, increases in men's testosterone were correlated positively with their talkativeness, extraversion, and attempts to impress women during conversations (Roney et al., 2003; Experiment 2 of Roney et al., 2007). Men may also attempt to impress or attract mates through risky behaviours, as a willingness to take risks may advertise qualities that are appealing to women (e.g., riskiness signals strength (Fessler et al., 2014), which women find attractive (e.g., Sell et al., 2017)). In one study, men took more physical risks in a skateboard performance task, and had higher testosterone concentrations after the task, when their performance was being watched by a female compared to a male research assistant (Ronay and von Hippel, 2010). These post-task testosterone concentrations were also correlated with the degree of risk taking. Therefore, results from these correlational studies suggest that rapid changes in testosterone may map onto ongoing behaviours relevant to competition and reproduction.

There are a few key limitations to this type of research design. First, the directionality of effects is obscured by the concurrent measurement of testosterone and behaviour. Rather than testosterone influencing behaviour, it may be that the behaviours influence testosterone, leading to the correlations. Also, it is possible that some third, unmeasured variable (e.g., state anger) is modulating both the rise in testosterone concentrations and the behaviour of interest. To better rule out the former possibility – that the behaviour is causing the testosterone surge – some researchers have examined behaviours measured after the testosterone changes occurred (reviewed in Geniole and Carré, 2017; see Fig. 1c–d). From studies employing this approach, there is evidence that competition-induced testosterone changes predict decisions to compete in subsequent contests. This link, however, appears dependent on the outcome, decisiveness, and opponent in the competitions. When given the opportunity to play against the same opponent, testosterone changes positively predicted willingness to compete, but only among those who initially lost against the opponent (Mehta and Josephs, 2006). In this case, measurement of willingness to compete was assessed just 15 min after the post-competition saliva sample was obtained. Similarly, another study reported that a rise in testosterone in response to a competitive interaction with an ambiguous outcome predicted men's willingness to approach a subsequent competitive interaction just 10 min after the post-competition saliva sample was obtained (Carré and McCormick, 2008). When given the opportunity to play against a novel opponent, testosterone changes positively predicted willingness to compete (within 15 min of the post competition saliva sample), but only among those who won decisively (rather than non-decisively) against the opponent from the preceding contest (Mehta, Snyder, Knight, & Lasseter, 2015). Therefore, competition-induced fluctuations in testosterone may function to promote subsequent competitive decisions, perhaps aimed at regaining lost status (among those who lost), solidifying status (among those with ambiguous outcomes), or gaining additional status (among those who decisively won).

Fluctuations in testosterone also predict subsequent aggressive and antagonistic behaviours. For example, men, but not women, who experienced greater surges during competitions or social challenges were more likely to aggress towards others in the Point Subtraction Aggression Paradigm, a well-validated laboratory measure of aggression (reviewed in Geniole, MacDonell, & McCormick, 2017). In these studies, an increase in testosterone predicted subsequent aggression in men (Carré et al., 2013; Carré et al., 2014; Carré et al., 2009), but not women (Carré et al., 2009; Carré et al., 2013). In the latter studies, aggressive behaviour was assessed within 5–10 min after the post-competition saliva samples were obtained. In another study, participants were told they were the winners of a competitive interaction and were given the opportunity to determine the payout of their opponent. Testosterone surges during the competition in men, but not in women, predicted the amount given such that men who experienced greater surges in testosterone gave less money to the opponent (decisions were made 1–2 min after the post-competition saliva sample, Geniole et al., 2013). In other studies, testosterone surges predicted subsequent aggression when the surges occurred in response to cues of violence or aggression (a handgun) (male-only sample: Klinesmith et al., 2006), but not when they occurred in response to cues of nurturance (a baby crying) (male-only sample: van Anders, Tolman, & Jainagaraj, 2014), suggesting that the context in which testosterone surges occur may be important. In the former study, the increase in testosterone positively predicted subsequent aggression measured within 5 min of detecting the increase in testosterone. Together, this work suggests that testosterone surges, in response to competitions or cues of violence and aggression, predict subsequent aggressive or antagonistic behaviour in men, but not in women. In women, endogenous testosterone changes may even function to reduce aggression and promote prosocial behaviour: in one study, for example, competition-induced testosterone surges were correlated with women's self-reported willingness to reconcile with members of the team against which they just competed (Casto and Edwards, 2016b).

There is less work involving the extent to which endogenous testosterone changes predict other types of fitness-relevant behaviours (e.g., risk-taking, mate-seeking). Greater testosterone surges during competition predicted less risk aversion in men in one study (Apicella et al., 2014), but not in another (Smith and Apicella, 2017). Further, in a study on testosterone and mate-seeking, competition-induced surges in the hormone predicted more affiliative behaviours (e.g., smiling, talkativeness, eye contact) in men during their conversations with women, but not with other men (van der Meij, Almela, Buunk, Fawcett,
Therefore, more work is needed on the relationship between fluctuations in testosterone and these other types of fitness-relevant behaviours, although current evidence suggests that increases in testosterone may promote mate-seeking behaviour in men.

6. How rapid are the effects of testosterone?

Although the studies reviewed above suggest that testosterone may promote behaviours relevant to competition and mate-seeking, salivary measures were often used, making it difficult to determine the rapidity with which these fluctuations can affect behaviour. Further, despite the temporal separation of testosterone changes and behaviour, and evidence that the preceding changes predicted the subsequent behaviours, it is still possible that third variables (e.g., state anger) cause an increase in testosterone and in competitive, aggressive, and mate-seeking behaviour, leading to the testosterone-behaviour associations. Without manipulating testosterone concentrations directly, it is difficult to establish causality and the time-course of the effects.

Several single-dose pharmacological challenge paradigms have been developed, which allow for identification of causal and time-course effects (for reviews of studies employing these designs, see Bos et al., 2012; Zilioli and Bird, 2017). One of the most widely used challenge paradigms involves a single sublingual dose (0.5 mg) of testosterone. Because of initial validation work showing that the earliest physiological effects of this dose (as indexed by vaginal pulse amplitude, a marker of vaginal arousal) occurred 3–4.5 h after administration (Tuiten et al., 2000; for replication, see Tuiten et al., 2002), most studies use a similar delay. Such studies have provided evidence that testosterone increases threat-related neural activation (Hermans et al., 2008; for effects dependent on approach or avoidance, see Radke et al., 2015) and cardiac responses (van Honk et al., 2001), and reduces fear-potentiated startle (Hermans, Putman, Baas, Koppeschaar, & van Honk, 2006), empathy (indexed by facial mimicry, Hermans, Putman, & van Honk, 2006), and sensitivity to punishment (van Honk et al., 2004; also see Wu et al., 2016). Testosterone also decreased gaze aversion from, and physical avoidance of, angry faces (Enter et al., 2014; Terburg et al., 2012), especially among those with Social Anxiety Disorder (Enter, Spinhooven, & Roelofs, 2016; Enter, Terburg, Harrewijn, Spinhooven, & Roelofs, 2016; Terburg et al., 2016). Together, these studies suggest that within 4.5 h, testosterone can modulate physiology, cognition, and behaviour in a way that may promote mate-seeking, competition, and aggression.
Nevertheless, studies that have examined social behaviour more directly, using the same challenge procedure and time delay, suggest that testosterone increases competitive or antisocial behaviours in some circumstances, but prosocial or collaborative behaviours in others. For example, in one study in which female participants could entrust money to another individual who could either exploit their trust or reciprocate, testosterone decreased the amount entrusted (Boksem et al., 2013). When the roles reversed, however, and participants had to decide whether to reciprocate in response to receiving money, testosterone increased reciprocity. In another study, female participants could split sums of money with other players who could either accept the offers (in which case both players received their corresponding payouts) or reject the offers, if they deemed them unfair (in which case both players received nothing). In this economic bargaining task, testosterone increased the amount offered to the other player (Eisenegger et al., 2010). In a game of bluff poker, in which the best strategy is to bluff randomly, even when you have a weak and disadvantageous hand (cold bluffing), testosterone decreased both random and cold bluffing in young women (van Honk et al., 2016). These seemingly discrepant findings may be explained by testosterone’s role in increasing status promotion and protection, more generally (Eisenegger et al., 2011; Mazur and Booth, 1998). In these tasks, when status can be threatened through an offer rejected, trust exploited, a bluff called – testosterone promotes behaviours that, although superficially prosocial, primarily function to minimize this risk to status. Therefore, although testosterone promotes prosocial behaviour under some conditions, and antisocial behaviour under others, both of these behaviours may be outputs of a mechanism more generally geared towards status promotion and protection (Eisenegger et al., 2011).

Limitations of these single-dose administration studies reviewed above are that the studies involved exclusively female participants, the challenge paradigm increased concentrations of testosterone to a supraphysiological level (> 10 times the baseline endogenous concentrations in women; Tuiten et al., 2000), and only a single time lag has been used to assess effects on behaviour. To understand how fluctuations within a normal physiological range – that better mimic endogenous surges that occur in fitness-relevant contexts – regulate cognition and behaviour in men, researchers have recently validated an alternative single-dose pharmacological challenge paradigm, which boosts concentrations to the high-normal range within 30–120 min (e.g., Carré et al., 2015; Eisenegger et al., 2013; Goetz et al., 2014). Results from studies employing this administration procedure, which also involved a wider range of time delays between administration and assessment of cognition and behaviour (0.5 h–3.5 h), generally converge with the results reported above. For example, testosterone increased threat-related neural activation (1.5 h delay: Goetz et al., 2014) and reduced personal distance from threatening stimuli (3.5 h delay, Wagels et al., 2017). In one study that directly compared shorter versus more delayed effects of testosterone, the drug increased self-perceptions of masculinity regardless of whether perceptions were measured 2.3 or 4 h after administration (Welling et al., 2016). Together, these results suggest that testosterone may exert similar effects across this time window, and similar effects in men and women, at least with respect to threat-related neural activation and approach/avoidance behaviour. Further, the consistency across these different paradigms and dose types suggests that these effects may be particularly robust, and may alleviate potential concern regarding the generalizability of the findings from sublingual administration paradigms used in women.

Other studies that investigated decisions that were more directly related to mating and aggression have provided evidence that testosterone increases preferences for feminine faces for short- (vs long-) term relationships (Experiment 1: 3.25-h delay; Experiment 2: 2.25-h delay, Bird et al., 2016). Testosterone also increased anger after a non-social provocation (an equipment failure in which a joystick stopped responding to pulls that were critical for successful performance), and the force with which participants yanked the joystick, a behaviour the authors used to index implicit aggression (3.5 h delay, Panagiotidou et al., 2017). In another study, however, involving an economic bargaining task and a mixed-sex sample, testosterone reduced (non-significantly) costly retaliatory punishment (Kopsida et al., 2016). These heterogeneous effects of the hormone may be explained by variation in personality: testosterone appears to rapidly (within 1 h) potentiate costly aggressive behaviour, but only in men who are high in dominance and/or low in self-control (Carré et al., 2017). In the latter study, the main effect of testosterone on aggression was relatively weak, and not statistically significant (r = 0.15). More recently, our laboratory has used a novel pharmacological challenge paradigm (intranasal testosterone gel), which increased testosterone to the high-normal range within just 15 min. In this work, we found that testosterone rapidly (within 30 min) increased aggressive behaviour in young men (n = 308), an effect that was particularly pronounced among men with high-risk personality profiles (dominant, impulsive, independent) and fewer CAG repeats within the androgen receptor gene (Geniole et al., unpublished). Again, the main effect of testosterone on aggression was relatively weak, and not statistically significant (r = 0.11). The time course of the effects of testosterone on aggression are consistent with correlational evidence in which acute rises in testosterone rapidly modulate subsequent competitive and aggressive behaviours (Carré et al., 2013, 2009; Mehta and Josephs, 2006). The latter findings also highlight the important interactive effects of drug condition, genetic polymorphism of the AR, and personality traits in rapidly potentiating aggressive behaviour in healthy young men (see below for more examples of individual difference and social/contextual moderators).

7. Situational and individual difference factors that moderate testosterone response to social cues, and its effects on behaviour and cognition

As mentioned above, testosterone responses to social cues and interactions, and testosterone effects on behaviour, are highly heterogeneous. A number of situation/context and individual difference moderators have been identified, that appear to account for some of this heterogeneity (for additional reviews, see Carré and Olmstead, 2015; Casto and Edwards, 2016a; Geniole and Carré, 2017; Zilioli and Bird, 2017). For example, with respect to mating contexts, cues, or interactions, testosterone increases when interacting with single women, but decreases when interacting with women who are paired with friends (Flinn et al., 2012); increases in response to sexually explicit stimuli, but especially among men with lower (vs greater) interest in babies (Zilioli et al., 2016); increases in response to imagining sexual interactions in women and men, but only to the extent that the men’s imagined interactions contain little (vs much) nurturing content (reviewed in Goldey and van Anders, 2015); increases in response to interacting with women, but especially among men higher in aggressive dominance

---

3 The focus of this paragraph was on a select set of studies conducted using the same challenge paradigm and a similar time delay, however there are additional studies using longer delays and other administration methods (e.g., Cueva et al., 2017; Dreher et al., 2016; Wibral, Dohmen, Klingmüller, Weber, & Falk, 2012), or that found effects dependent on other biological factors (e.g., prenatal hormone exposure as indexed by digit ratio, van Honk et al., 2012). The focus of this paragraph was on a select set of studies conducted using the same challenge paradigm and a similar time delay, however there are additional studies using longer delays and other administration methods (e.g., Dreher, Dunne, Pazderska, Frodl, & Nolan, 2016; Wibral, Dohmen, Klingmüller, Weber, & Falk, 2012), or that found effects dependent on other biological factors (e.g., prenatal hormone exposure as indexed by digit ratio, van Honk, Montoya, Bos, van Vugt, & Terburg, 2012).

4 This effect appears to be explained, primarily, by a reduction in preference for feminine faces as long-term partners, perhaps because feminine faces are perceived as less loyal or as more likely to cheat, thus representing a greater threat to status than less feminine faces.

5 The dose increased testosterone concentrations to the high-normal range in men, and a supraphysiological level in women.
(van der Meij et al., 2008), and who have fewer CAG repeats on exon 1 of the androgen receptor gene (a polymorphism associated with androgen receptor efficiency) and lower cortisol (Roney et al., 2010). With respect to competitive contexts, cues, or interactions, testosterone increases after competitions, but especially for men higher in skills relevant to the competition (Eisenegger et al., 2017) and who believe they performed well (Trumble et al., 2012); increases after victories, but especially for men with low basal cortisol and high basal testosterone (Zilioli and Watson, 2012), whereas for men with high basal cortisol testosterone may decrease after a victory if it is narrow (rather than decisive) (Wu et al., 2017). With respect to the link between endogenous fluctuations in, and pharmacologically manipulated, testosterone and affect, cognition, and behaviour, this link appears stronger among individuals high in dominance (aggression: Carré et al., 2017, 2009 decisions to compete in winners: Mehta, van Son, et al., 2015; negative affect: Knight et al., 2017), independent self-constructual (aggression: Welker, Norman, et al., 2017; risk taking, in winners of a competition: Welker, Roy, Geniole, Kitayama, & Carré, 2017), and lower in self-control (aggression: Carré et al., 2017). According to the dual-hormone hypothesis (Mehta and Josephs, 2010), testosterone's effects on behaviour are blunted by cortisol, such that stronger testosterone-behaviour links should be expected among those low but not high in cortisol. Whereas many studies have investigated this hormone interaction using baseline measures of testosterone and cortisol, few have examined whether rapid fluctuations in testosterone share stronger associations with behaviour among those low versus high in cortisol (reviewed in Mehta and Prasad, 2015). One set of studies demonstrated that increases in testosterone promote better financial bargaining outcomes when there is a concurrent decrease in cortisol, but worse outcomes when there is a concurrent increase in cortisol (Mehta, Mor, Yap, & Prasad, 2015), although there were no such interaction effects in a subsequent study involving a different financial decision making task (Mehta et al., 2017), or in the dominance or friendliness of participants during a negotiation exercise (Lozza et al., 2017).

Prenatal hormone concentrations may also be important moderators, priming the brain to be sensitive for later, rapid surges in testosterone. Along these lines, one putative marker of prenatal testosterone relative to estradiol exposure, the second-to-fourth digit-ratio (2D:4D ratios; lower 2D:4D ratios suggest higher prenatal testosterone to estradiol ratios), has been shown to moderate the effects of testosterone administration on behaviour and cognition in adulthood: Testosterone administration decreased cognitive empathy (in women: van Honk et al., 2011; but see null effects in Olsson et al., 2016; in men: Carré et al., 2015) and also reduced trust (in women: Buskens et al., 2016) among those who had higher prenatal testosterone to estradiol ratios (i.e., lower second-to-fourth digit-ratios). Some effects of testosterone administration, however, were exaggerated among those with higher prenatal estradiol to testosterone ratios: testosterone increased the perceived permissibility of utilitarian decision-making in moral dilemmas in which harm was inevitable (e.g., killing a crying baby to prevent the hidden group from being detected by soldiers; the baby's death is inevitable, because it will also die if the hidden group is detected) (in women: Montoya et al., 2013; but see null effects, in men: Arnocky et al., 2017) and also increased financial contributions to a public good (van Honk et al., 2012), but only among those with higher prenatal testosterone to estradiol ratios. Some have proposed that this prenatal hormone ratio may influence the extent to which testosterone, later in life, is aromatised or not to estradiol (e.g., van Honk et al., 2012). If so, more exaggerated effects of testosterone among those who had higher prenatal estradiol to testosterone ratios (as indexed by greater 2D:4D ratios) could indicate that the hormone is acting indirectly, through its aromatization to estradiol (see below for more on the role of estradiol). In any case, these interactive effects between digit ratios and testosterone administration suggest that early hormonal exposure may prime the brain for later effects of testosterone, although more direct measures of early testosterone exposure (e.g., umbilical cord blood concentrations) will likely be critical for providing stronger tests of this hypothesis.

8. Future directions

8.1. Identifying the mechanisms through which testosterone rapidly increases aggression

More research will be needed to elucidate the psychological/neural mechanisms through which testosterone modulates human aggression. One possibility is that testosterone increases one’s sensitivity to threat-related cues in the environment, and this heightened sensitivity to threat may bias approach-related aggressive behaviour. One key brain region involved in processing threatening stimuli and mediating autonomic, neuroendocrine, and behavioural responses to such threat is the amygdala (for reviews, see Davis and Whalen, 2001; LeDoux, 2000). Pharmacological challenge experiments indicate that testosterone enhances amygdala reactivity to threat-related facial expressions (Goetz et al., 2014; Hermans et al., 2008; Radke et al., 2015; van Wingen et al., 2009) and decreases amygdala-OFC functional coupling during processing of such expressions (van Wingen et al., 2010). These findings are notable in light of research in animal models in which several interconnected cortico and subcortical structures are directly related to the expression of aggression (Nelson and Trainor, 2007). One prominent model suggests that the neural circuitry of reactive aggression consists of the medial amygdala, medial hypothalamus and periaqueductal grey (PAG) (Blair, 2010; Siegel et al., 2007). This model suggests that the medial amygdala provides excitatory input to glutamatergic neurons located within the medial hypothalamus, which exert excitatory drive on PAG neurons, ultimately mediating aggressive behaviour (Siegel et al., 2007). Importantly, androgen and estrogen receptors are widely distributed throughout the neural circuitry underlying reactive aggression (e.g., Donahue et al., 2000; Fernández-Guasti et al., 2000; Murphy et al., 1999; Newman, 1999; Roselli et al., 2001; Wood and Newman, 1999), suggesting that testosterone and/or its metabolites (e.g., estradiol) may directly modulate this circuitry by interacting with steroid hormone receptors in these regions. Such heightened threat-related neural function may ultimately increase anger in response to social provocation.

Another possibility is that testosterone modulates aggressive behaviour by increasing the reward value of aggression. Indeed, our most recent work indicates that testosterone's conditional effects on aggression were partly mediated by increases in feelings of reward associated with aggression (Geniole et al., unpublished). These findings are consistent with evidence in humans that aggression is rewarding, and that people regulate the degree/severity of aggression based on the extent to which they both self-report the behaviour to be rewarding (e.g., Ramirez et al., 2005) and show activation in reward-related brain regions (e.g., nucleus accumbens) during the decision to aggress (Chester and DeWall, 2016; Krämer et al., 2007; see Chester, 2017 for a recent review). Because testosterone increases sensitivity to reward (van Honk et al., 2004) and activity in the same brain regions (e.g., ventral striatum, which includes the nucleus accumbens, Hermans et al., 2010), it may upregulate subjective feelings of reward associated with retaliatory aggression. If testosterone regulates aggression by increasing the reward value of this behaviour, the dopaminergic system is most likely involved. In rodent models, the administration of testosterone enhances dopaminergic activity in reward regions of the brain within just 30 min (e.g., de Souza Silva et al., 2009), and testosterone's rewarding effects are abolished when dopamine receptor antagonists are

People tend to entrust more money to others with whom they will have repeated one-shot interactions, but this increased trust in repeated versus one-shot interactions was reduced after women with higher (but not lower) prenatal testosterone to estradiol ratios were administered testosterone (Buskens et al., 2016).
administered directly into the nucleus accumbens (Packard et al., 1998). The rewarding effects of aggression can be indexed more directly by having rodents exert effort (e.g., nose-pokes) to gain access to conspecific rivals; dopamine receptor antagonists, when administered to the nucleus accumbens, reduce this effort and, once access to the conspecific is eventually gained, reduce aggression during the bout (Couppis and Kennedy, 2008). Collectively, this work suggests that testosterone may modulate human aggression by upregulating the pleasure derived from – or anticipated in response to – aggression, with these effects mediated by the rapid regulation of dopamine (for additional review, see Losecaat Vermeer et al., 2016). Future studies would thus benefit from targeting this pathway directly by manipulating both dopamine receptor availability and testosterone concentrations to determine if effects of testosterone are abolished when these receptors are blocked (for additional review on the potential mechanisms underlying testosterone-driven mating effort, see Casto and Edwards, 2016a; Welker et al., 2015).

8.2. Sex differences/similarities in the relationship between testosterone and aggression, and the role of menstrual cycle phase, hormonal contraceptive use, and estradiol

A crucial area for future research is whether testosterone’s effects on aggressive behaviour are sex-dependent. Previous work indicates that testosterone responses to competitive interactions positively predict subsequent aggression (Carré et al., 2013, 2009) and punitive behaviour (Geniole et al., 2013) in men, but not women. One difficulty in concluding that context dependent changes in testosterone do not modulate aggression in women is that it is difficult to accurately measure variability in testosterone concentrations in women using standard techniques (ELISAs), which may contribute to additional measurement error, ultimately obscuring hormone-behaviour relationships (e.g., Welker et al., 2016). Despite problems with measurement of testosterone in women, however, earlier studies provided evidence that links between baseline levels of testosterone and aggression (meta-analysis in Archer et al., 2005), dominance (meta-analysis in Archer, 2006), attention to anger (e.g., van Honk et al., 1999), and sensitivity to stereotype-threats (Josephs et al., 2003) were similar in magnitude between men and women, or even stronger in women. Also, despite using different drug administration protocols, neuroimaging work indicates that exogenous testosterone administration has similar effects on threat-related neural function in women (Hermans et al., 2008; van Wingen et al., 2009) and men (Goetz et al., 2014). Clearly, more work will be needed to determine the extent to which effects of testosterone on aggression are similar and/or different in men and women.

One possibility is that the relationships between testosterone dynamics and aggressive or antagonistic behaviour were only found in men because the measures used in these studies (Carré et al., 2013, 2009; Geniole et al., 2013) are more typical of male than of female aggression, which tends to be more relational or indirect (e.g., gossip, McAndrew, 2014). It is also possible that additional variability related to menstrual cycle and hormonal birth control obscures hormone-behaviour relationships in women; both factors have been shown to moderate the effects of hormones on dominance and aggression (e.g., Dougherty et al., 1997; Stanton and Schultheiss, 2007; Stanton and Schultheiss, 2007), or have had direct effects on antagonistic behaviour (e.g., Geniole et al., 2013) (for additional review on menstrual cycle and hormonal contraceptive effects, see Cobey and Hahn, 2017; Montoya and Bos, 2017).

The steroid hormone estradiol may also play a more important role than testosterone in regulating female mating effort, although findings have been rather inconclusive thus far: Estradiol (but not testosterone) was linked to implicit motivations for dominance (Stanton and Schultheiss, 2007; see also Stanton and Edelstein, 2009) and to self-reported (e.g., Stanton and Schultheiss, 2007) and behavioural measures of aggression (e.g., Geniole et al., 2013) in women, although the direction of these relationships differed (positive with dominance, negative with aggression; for review of mixed evidence in female adolescents, see Balzer et al., 2015). Estradiol administration also increased aggression across some studies (e.g., in adolescents, Finkelstein et al., 1997) but not others (in postmenopausal women, using the Ultimatum Game as an index of reactive aggression, Zethraeus et al., 2009). Nevertheless, it remains possible that the rapid effects of testosterone administration observed in previous studies were indirect and mediated by its aromatization to estradiol. Estradiol rapidly modulates aggression in mice and birds (within 20 min of administration, reviewed in Heimovics et al., 2015), and testosterone administration increases concentrations of testosterone and estradiol in humans (e.g., Dreher et al., 2016), although one pharmacokinetic study suggests such estradiol increases may only be evident 4 h after the corresponding increase in testosterone (Eisenegger et al., 2013). Ultimately, to better identify the independent or synergistic effects of these hormones, it will be important to employ conditions in which testosterone is administered both alone and in combination with aromatase inhibitors (which would reduce testosterone’s conversion to estradiol); if estradiol does mediate testosterone’s rapid effects on mating effort, then such effects should be abolished with the co-administration of aromatase inhibitor.

If, on the other hand, estradiol has no effects, then the co-administration of aromatase inhibitor should not change the effects of testosterone administration.

8.3. Pharmacogenetic approach

Testosterone’s effects on cell function, and ultimately psychological and behavioural processes, is also mediated by testosterone itself, or its other metabolite, dihydrotestosterone, binding to the androgen receptor (AR). When activated by these androgens, ARs translocate to the cell nucleus where they ultimately have transcriptional control of androgen-dependent genes. Importantly, transcriptional potential of target genes by the AR is influenced by a relative expansion of a polyglutamine stretch in the N-terminal domain of the AR, which is encoded by a trinucleotide (CAG) repeat polymorphism of the AR gene. In vitro work indicates that the transcriptional efficiency of the AR is inversely related to the length of CAG repeats within the AR gene (i.e., fewer repeats confers a more ‘efficient’ AR; Chamberlain et al., 1994; Choong et al., 1996). Furthermore, in vivo work suggests that variation in the AR CAG repeat moderates the effect of testosterone replacement therapy on prostate volume growth. Specifically, testosterone increases prostate volume, but only among those individuals with relatively short CAG repeats within the AR (Zitzmann et al., 2003). Other research indicates that testosterone positively predicts amygdala reactivity to threat-related cues, but only among men with fewer CAG repeats within the AR gene (Manuck et al., 2010). More recently, we have found that administration of a single dose of testosterone rapidly increases aggressive behaviour, but only among men with relatively fewer CAG repeats within the AR gene (Geniole et al., unpublished). Although the above literature suggests that testosterone effects on such processes may be mediated via the AR, it is important to note that such studies are correlational. Future research will require combination manipulations, such as the concurrent use of testosterone administration with androgen receptor blockers and/or aromatase inhibitors. Such an approach may enable researchers to determine the extent to which testosterone’s effects on behavioural processes are mediated by the AR, or other pathways (e.g., estrogen receptor).

8.4. Replicability of social neuroendocrine research

Despite substantial methodological advances in the field of social neuroendocrinology, challenges related to the replicability of social neuroendocrine research remain. For instance, the intra-nasal oxytocin literature exploded in the early 2000s with the publication of a landmark paper in the journal Nature demonstrating that a single dose of
oxytocin increased men’s trust behaviour in an economic task (Kosfeld et al., 2005). Despite early excitement about the effects of oxytocin on human social behaviour, several recent replication attempts have failed, calling into question the robustness of some of the earlier findings (see Nave et al., 2015 for a review). Single dose testosterone administration studies have only started to be conducted over the past 5 years (but see Zak et al., 2009) and thus, it will be critical to replicate and extend some of the early promising findings (e.g., Carré et al., 2017; Nave et al., 2017; Welling et al., 2016) to determine the extent to which the effects are robust. In such replication attempts, it will be important to have well-powered studies, which will most likely require multi-laboratory collaborations to be able to detect relatively small-to-medium effects (especially when examining interactions between drug condition, personality traits, and/or genetic polymorphisms). In addition, pre-registration of study hypotheses will enable researchers to differentiate between confirmatory versus exploratory analyses (van’t Veer & Giner-Sorolla, 2016). Replication efforts will also need to pay close attention to potential sex differences in the effects of testosterone, the testosterone dose administered, route of administration (e.g., intramuscular injection, transdermal gel, intra-nasal gel), the timing of behavioural assessment after drug application, personality traits, and genetic factors (e.g., CAG repeat within the AR gene) – all factors that may ultimately influence the effects of testosterone on the parameters assessed.

9. An integrative model of rapid testosterone secretion and human social behaviour

Based on this review of the literature and on models described elsewhere (e.g., Eisenegger et al., 2011; Mazur and Booth, 1998; Oliveira, 2009; van Anders et al., 2011; Welker et al., 2015; Wingfield et al., 1996; Zilioli and Bird, 2017), we propose the Fitness Model of Testosterone Dynamics (see Fig. 2). In this model, testosterone concentrations rise rapidly in response to cues of social challenge or opportunity that threaten or can enhance fitness (or resources and status/dominance important for fitness). These challenges and opportunities promote testosterone surges, in part, through the activation of neural and physiological systems related to the processing of threat (e.g., amygdala, sympathetic nervous system) and/or reward (e.g., mesolimbic dopaminergic pathway). These rapid testosterone surges then activate – implicitly and/or explicitly – a general fitness protection and enhancement system, which generates behaviours (e.g., risk-taking, mate-seeking, competitive, and aggressive behaviours) that ultimately function to serve these fitness protection and enhancement goals, operating in part through the upregulation of threat and/or reward systems. Therefore, threat and reward systems mediate relationships both between social challenges/opportunities and testosterone surges, and between testosterone surges and behaviour. These behaviours and the corresponding outcomes (e.g., being successful/unsuccessful in risk-taking, mate-seeking, competition) feedback to further modulate testosterone such that more competitive (less nurturing) behaviours and more successful outcomes increase testosterone, whereas less competitive (more nurturing) behaviours and unsuccessful outcomes decrease testosterone. These outcomes also feedback to influence reward and threat activation (e.g., more successful outcomes increase reward processing) and the probability of encountering subsequent fitness-related challenges or opportunities (perhaps through regulation of approach/avoidance decision making, with successful outcomes increasing approach and decreasing avoidance behaviours).

These links involving testosterone, however, are not straightforward: they each depend on individual difference and situation/context factors that (1) restrict/inhibit or enable/increase testosterone secretion and its central and peripheral effects (e.g., androgen receptor availability and efficiency; hypothalamic pituitary adrenal axis activity; aromatase activity and efficiency) or; (2) determine the extent to which the challenge/opportunity is, or is interpreted as, costly versus beneficial with respect to fitness, or resources and status/dominance important for fitness. For example, individual difference factors such as trait dominance may make challenges or opportunities seem more promising or rewarding, and thus lead to bigger testosterone surges and a stronger correspondence between such surges and subsequent aggressive behaviour. Situational factors, such as the stability of a social hierarchy, the availability of a desired partner, the presence and composition of an audience, and previous outcomes in similar situations may also moderate testosterone responses to challenges or opportunities and influence the degree to which such surges lead to the subsequent behaviour. Again, however, these factors should only be important to the extent that they (1) restrict or enable testosterone secretion and its actions on the body and brain, and (2) influence the actual or perceived cost and benefits to fitness or resources and status/dominance important for fitness.

Note that although testosterone is posited to promote fitness...
enhancing or protection behaviours (those that increase survival, reproduction, or status/dominance and resources important for these goals), it likely decreases nurturance and parental investment (e.g., Kuo et al., 2016; for review, see van Anders et al., 2011), which may compromise overall fitness (e.g., by reducing offspring survival). The potential benefits of mate-seeking and competition (increased number of offspring) may, however, outweigh the costs of reduced parental effort (decreased offspring survival) for overall fitness. In any case, although not explicitly included in our model, another area that will require further work is examination of the extent to which testosterone may rapidly decline in response to fitness-related parental cues (e.g., presence of offspring), and the extent to which such rapid declines may promote fitness-enhancing parental behaviours (e.g., nurturance of offspring). For instance, van Anders et al. (2012) found that men given the opportunity to comfort a crying infant simulator (a doll designed to resemble a real baby) experienced rapid decreases in testosterone, with the largest decreases among the men who reported feeling more nurturance-related arousal and affect (e.g., pleasure, feelings of warmth, worry).

10. Conclusions

In summary, the evidence reviewed in this paper suggests that testosterone levels change rapidly in reproducitively relevant contexts (e.g., competition, mating), and that such endocrine responses map onto ongoing and/or future social behaviours aimed at protecting or enhancing fitness, or resources and status or dominance important for fitness. These findings are consistent with evidence in animal models (e.g., Fuxjager et al., 2010; Gleason et al., 2009; James and Nyble, 2002; R.F. Oliveira, Silva & Canário, 2009; Trainor et al., 2004) and suggest that context dependent changes in testosterone may enable organisms to rapidly adjust their behaviour according to the demands or opportunities in the current social environment.
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